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Abstract 
 

Often, accounts of the evolutionary success of Homo sapiens treat the greater intelligence of 
hominids as most crucial to their survival.  The specific areas of the brain that have enlarged 

during the course of human evolution, however, and the relatively late emergence of 
sophisticated language, suggest that what may have distinguished our species may have been our 

physical abilities.  This presentation explores some of the ways in which contemporary athletes 
help us to better understand what makes humans distinctive among animals.  The talk will 

focus both on well-known examples of physical prowess in sporting, as well as some less widely-
discussed cases, such as Korean pearl divers, Moken children swimmers (Southeast Asia), no-

holds-barred fighters (Brazil and the US), Sherpa climbers (Nepal) and other high altitude 
peoples, and the Tarahumara Indians (Mexico) as well as other groups with extraordinary 

records of endurance.  These cases suggest that human distinctiveness may reside, in part, in the 
ways in which conscious, social, and cultural processes can mold human physiology.  Our 

unusual brains endow our bodies with an extraordinary degree of organic malleability, 
demonstrated dramatically by the physical changes athletes produce in their own bodies. 
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Introduction  [slide two] 

Often, accounts of the evolutionary success of Homo sapiens treat the greater 

intelligence of hominids as most crucial to our survival. Popular accounts of 

evolution often emphasize the alleged frailty of humans, especially our lack of natural 

weaponry, suggesting that H. sapiens is the brainy geek of the animal kingdom, [slide 

three] compensating for physical deficiencies with cunning, cooperation, and 

technological prostheses like weapons, fire, or domesticated animals.  The specific 

areas of the brain that have enlarged during the course of human evolution, however, 

and the relatively late emergence of complex language and other external supports 

for sophisticated cognitive operations, suggest that what may have distinguished our 

species might have been our physical abilities as much as our purely cognitive ones.  

Even current research in artificial intelligence and robotics has demonstrated that 

abstract or logical functions are not what a neural system like ours does best; this is 

one reason that computers can already beat the best grandmasters at chess while a 

bipedal robot cannot yet maneuver through a crowded room, let alone play soccer or 

tennis.  Whereas computers typically execute sequential operations, our brains are 

parallel processors with little storage capacity, highly responsive to patterns, wired 

into the environment, and with subtle on-line control of our bodies’ movement.  As 

philosopher Andy Clark (1997: 60) summarizes: “Good at Frisbee, bad at logic.” 

[slide four]  In fact, like all domesticated animals, modern humans have 

much higher body fat content and reduced muscle mass from ancestral hominids.  

Understanding hominid physical capabilities from some modern humans is a bit like 

extrapolating wild canine physiology from a cocker spaniel’s abilities.  Today, 

however, I do not want to suggest that modern athletes are analogous to ancestral 

hominids.  In fact, activity levels among modern humans vary from fanatic fitness to 

near sedentism, whereas, according to Eaton and Eaton (2003: 154), human foragers 
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probably had a narrower range of activity level: uniformly high.  Rather, like the 

domesticated dog, humans seemed to have induced an astonishing variety into our 

own physiology. 

Why is a cultural anthropologist interested in elite sport performance then? 

Briefly, cultural anthropologists generally study how different groups make sense of 

the world.  We often do very close studies of specific cultural groups, ethnographic 

studies, and we tend to discuss how that group’s worldview or culture, or we focus on 

one specific dimension of their lives, such as their religion, economic life, 

childrearing, arts, or language.  [slide five]  Starting in 1992, I began to work with 

capoeira practitioners, devoted to an acrobatic, physically demanding martial art and 

dance tradition in Brazil, and later with athletes doing Brazilian jujitsu, a grappling 

sport, and no-holds-barred fighting in the US.  (My book on capoeira came out in 

2005 from Oxford University Press.) 

I won’t get into the details of capoeira practice—you’re welcome to order the 

book—but I started to wonder about the physiological effects of such a grueling 

discipline: I probably lost 15 to 20 kilos in Brazil, for example, developed calluses on 

the top of my head and palms, and learned to balance on my arms, spin on my wrist, 

and a host of other improbable techniques.  [slide six]  In particular, capoeira 

veterans claimed that their constant practice affected their sight, sharpening their 

peripheral vision.  [click again]  Was there any biologically plausible explanation 

for the effects that they were reporting or was it just part of their worldview?  Again, 

I won’t rehash here my whole discussion, but suffice to say that there were plausible 

mechanisms; and research in other sports had yielded analogous findings of veteran 

soccer players able to track better in their peripheral vision, of jugglers able to 

extract information from more cursory glances, and a number of other similar 

findings.  That was the beginning of this project, which is throwing the net even 

wider. 
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 Cultural anthropologists, I should point out, often do not get along with 

biological anthropologists, those who study human evolutionary history, our 

relationship to primates, human genetic variety, patterns of disease susceptibility, 

the effects of variation in diet, and such subjects.  Cultural anthropologists tend to 

like environmental or social explanations of human diversity, and some biological 

explanations of diversity—like difference in athletic ability—make us very uneasy.  

We worry about what we call “biological essentialism,” [slide seven] but really 

mean “genetic predistination-ism.” [click again]  That is, assuming that human 

difference is essentially biological in origin, and biology is reducible to the inexorable 

effect of genes. 

 What I would suggest, instead, is that emerging information in everything 

from the study of human bone density and neurological plasticity, the variability of 

gene expression in muscles and metabolic responses to different diets, psychology of 

perception, sports kinesiology, anthropology, artificial intelligence, neurosciences, 

even genetics and protenomics, suggest that biology is not destiny.  Or, to be more 

specific, while genetic endowment is part of a complex system that produces 

humans, it is not a pre-determined blueprint.  We may be an extreme example of 

what biologists refer to as “phenotypic plasticity”; [click again] how the expression 

of any genotype is affected by experience, environment, and other developmental 

factors.  “Plastic” because it is not infinitely malleable and becomes “set” over time. 

The same capacities that lead to unusual mental abilities [click again] —neural 

plasticity, self awareness, capacity to rehearse, mimetic skill acquisition, long-term 

automatization of complex behaviors, sophisticated communication, and collective 

learning—generate extraordinary physiological plasticity. 

 Athletes intrigue me because they demonstrate the extraordinary range of 

things that a human body can be coaxed to do.  If there are sources of plasticity in 

the locomotor, perceptual, cardiovascular, muscular or many other systems that can 
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make a person move better, my bet is that athletes will find it first.  If the human 

visual system can be sharpened, I expect that cricket batsmen trying to pick up the 

spin on an incoming bowl will do it.  If the cardiovascular system or autonomic 

systems can be improved, refined, strengthened, or controlled, my hunch is that 

ultramarathoners, pearl divers, or yogis will figure out a way to do it.  If the body is 

malleable, as I think most of us will agree, it is a moving target, as interesting at the 

extremes as it is at the norm. 

 [slide eight]  Contrary to what we might believe, only an animal with 

extraordinary intelligence, self-control, self-awareness, and the capacity for long-term 

planning could learn such highly specialized, complex movement abilities like pole 

vaulting, archery, or [slide nine] skateboard stunting.  But, the acquisition of skills 

involves not simply refining cognitive abilities, but may also inducing profound 

perceptual, kinesiological, and even gross anatomical changes. 

 Kathleen Myburgh (2003: 1) suggests that for many comparative physiologists, 

the study of Homo sapiens is not all that interesting because of its comparatively poor 

adaptability to extreme environments.  I find this surprising because it seems to me 

(and I need to find ways to quantify this) that human versatility is actually quite 

marked.  Mountaineers without oxygen support have extended our range to the 

earth’s highest point, and Korean and Japanese pearl divers and extreme free divers 

push it to surprising depths with only rudimentary assistance.  Gymnasts, free solo 

rock climbers, circus performers, and even the disabled (as I’ll briefly discuss) 

demonstrate that our muskulo-skeletal system is liable to significant modification.   

Running & musculo-skeletal plasticity [slide ten] 

Although many terrestrial animals (most?) can run, humans are in some sense 

alone in that they do it on two feet, kangaroos, wallabies, and short bursts by other 

primates aside.  Anthropologist David Carrier (1984) has argued that, although we’re 
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not terribly efficient at it, the human body seems to be particularly well-suited for 

running long distances (whether or not this particular ability is what bipedalism was 

“for” is a heated debate, and largely beyond this presentation).  Compared to other 

mammals, we do pretty well when it comes to cranking up our metabolism and 

racing; [slide eleven] we can spike our metabolic rates up to 20 times our resting 

rate, exceeded only by canines and horses (Vogel 2001: 155-156ff).  We dissipate heat 

very well, being copious sweaters and without any large amounts of fur; and since we 

don’t have to pant, we have decoupled breathing from ridding excess warmth.  Even 

being bipedal means that, sunburned noses and ears aside, we present a small solar 

target while still being a pretty good-sized one for a cooling breeze. 

Perhaps one of our oddest traits, however, is that we have just about the same 

energy cost per distance no matter what pace we do; some evolutionary theorists 

argue that this allowed us to pick a speed that forced prey to run at an awkward rate, 

and that we could stay cool enough to run them into heat exhaustion.  We also don’t 

seem to have such a large drop-off between maximum speed and sustainable speed, 

especially when dealing with elite athletes.  But I want to turn to the specific 

anthropological cases that draw our attention. 

The case of Kenyan runners  [slide 12] 

 Why do I focus on plasticity and not human variety when I deal with athletic 

achievement?  First, because I believe that elite athletes are made not born, both 

from personal observation and from a wide reading on available literature.  Although 

we have folk categories for things like “athletic potential,” and certain dimensions of 

genetic endowment that affect athletic achievement, these contributions appear to 

be overwhelmed by the extraordinary investment of time, energy, expertise, and 

emotion necessary in athletic achievement.  Training has a way of making biography 

into biology, but the creeping desire to suggest that the “biological” is necessarily 

“genetic” continual reasserts itself. 
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[slide 13] Why focus on Kenyan runners?  Because of how they are often 

treated by commentators.  [click again]  Jon Entine, in his book Taboo, and he’s 

not alone, suggests the statistical likelihood of so many of the world’s fastest runners 

being produced by a single country, particular a single tribal or ethnic group within 

that country, the legendary Nanda of the Kalenjin group, is so remote that there must 

be something genetic; a Kenyan running gene.  [slide 14, blank]  With champions 

like Kip Keino, John Ngugi, Paul Tergat, and Henry Rono, Kenyans, Entine points 

out, held over half of the world records from the 800 m to the marathon, and the 

steeplechase.  Entine’s argument is full of holes: his use of statistics is suspect, and 

the assumption that statistics can be used to make genetic arguments, rather than 

genetic evidence, is also dubious, but let’s examine the case of Kenyan runners more 

closely.  Entine suggests: a disproportionate number of Kenyans hold world records, 

therefore, there must be something genetic about Kenyans.  Instead, let’s actually 

look at studies of Kenyans’ physiques, training techniques, athletic performance, and 

related variables.  (I should note that Entine’s disproportion has since decreased 

significantly; and his title for another piece, “Why a Brit, Aussie or an American 

(Black or White) May Never Win Another Marathon,” from Runnersweb in 2001, 

looks particularly dumb in the wake of Paula Radcliffe.) 

 [slide fifteen]  Henrik Larsen’s (2003) review of research on Kenyan 

dominance in running demonstrates, although Kenyan running success appears 

freakish, evidence for their innate superiority is not so clear. [click again]  VO2 

max rates of the most dominant Kenyan runners are comparable to European and 

anglo-North American runners (the best being in the high 70s and low 80s).  

Statistics for sedentary youngsters in Kenya and the US are nearly identical; higher 

variation actually appears to exist between so-called “town” and “village” (rural 

dwelling) Kalenjin, the “tribe” supposedly demonstrating this predisposition.  In 
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other words, less active children have low VO2 max even if they come from an 

allegedly genetically-superior high-altitude Kenyan tribe. 

 [click again]  Instead, Larsen and other researchers closer to the data 

suggest that a host of factors likely contribute to Kenyan running excellence: high 

altitude, adequate diet (though it’s a bit carb heavy), high intensity-lower mileage 

training (the majority of training runs done at 90% of maximum heart rate), hilly 

training courses, even brutal climbs, [click again] social factors such as strong state 

support, outside technical and logistic investment (college recruiters from the US).  

Moreover, promotion of Kenyan running by outside powers is not new; British 

colonial officials discovered their ability in the 1930s and instituted sporting 

competition to discourage cattle raiding (usually done by running long distances). 

Although Entine and others seem to ignore it, the Kenyans train very hard.  

In fact, many young runners in Kenya simply cannot take the brutal regimen, as the 

devastating death of one of their best female runners on a training run attests. 

Recently, dominant runners have come from other ethnic groups in Kenya, including 

non-nomadic, non-herding groups, and much of the training advantage looks like 

pretty basic advice: long-term, painful, high-altitude, high-speed, hilly training runs, 

although they produce a lot of burnouts, also produce champions.   

[click again] The one anatomical feature that seems to offer an advantage 

for the Kenyans is their light calves; compared to elite Scandinavian endurance 

athletes, Kenyan runners, on average, have calves weighing approximately 400 grams 

less.  The difference is slight, but because weight on the end of the legs is much more 

difficult to carry, this increase in “effective” weight is significant.  One exercise 

physiologist estimates that, all other factors being equal, it would lead to an 8% 

reduction in energy cost for running.  But a gene for running ability is so much more 

interesting than the idea that thin legs are easier to swing for long distances. 
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[slide sixteen]  Less interesting to Entine, and other genetic theorists, and 

far less well known, are the Tarahumara Indians of northern Mexico.  In contrast to 

the Nanda of Kenya, the Tarahumara have not won international fame, but some of 

their achievements have been just as remarkable.  (Part of my research and writing 

this year is to track down more information on the Tarahumara.)  One reason you 

haven’t heard of them is that they traditionally disdain what they consider “short” 

races: in the 1920s, the organizers of a marathon in Kansas invited some Tarahumara 

to come. [slide seventeen]  According to Dirk Christensen, the local governor 

sent three women because a race of only 42 kilometers was for women.  According to 

records, a Tarahumara messenger was regularly carrying thirty to forty pounds of 

mail and provisions on foot into the rugged Sierra Madre Mountains, making an 800 

to 900 kilometer round trip in six days so that he could rest and watch the Sunday 

bullfights.  Contemporary races require men to kick a ball as they go, can last from 

24 to 36 hours, and may cover 200 to 300 kilometers; women cover 50 kilometers in 

five to six hours while rolling a hoop with a stick in rugged terrain, all while wearing 

sandals recycled from car tires or running barefoot, at an altitude of 2000 meters.  In 

the 1928 Amsterdam Olympics, two Tarahumara crossed the line in 32nd and 35th 

place, but race officials had to chase them to stop them, and they complained about 

the short course.  Juan Herrera won the 1994 Leadville 100-mile race in sandals, 

finishing in 17 hours and 30 minutes, still the course record. 

So why have you heard of the Kenyans and not of the Tarahumara?  The first 

reason is pretty obvious: the distances Tarahumara prefer are not globally 

recognized.  Their longest race on record—a kind of open, last-team-still-running 

affair—was at least 700 kilometers; no comparable modern events exist, although the 

rise of ultra-marathoning has brought the Tarahumara some notoriety.  In contrast 

to decades of support in Kenya, the Tarahumara have suffered waves of ill fortune, 
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from neglect by the Mexican government to discovery by drug traffickers who have 

found their mountainous region ideal for smuggling. 

 Under these sorts of physical demands, the body changes. [slide eighteen]  

Gene expression can change in muscle fibers—the degree of plasticity is debated—

the density of mitochondria in each muscle cell increase or decrease, fiber thicken or 

lengthen, bone density, structure, and configuration alter, limbs change length and 

shape. [slide nineteen]  Gymnasts have higher bone density in their upper bodies 

due to the stresses put on their skeletons (Fausto-Sterling 2005; Mosley 2000).  

Stress is not so much an additional variable but an essential ingredient in bone 

formation, as the rapid loss in density by astronauts in zero-gravity demonstrates: 

.5% each month with no known floor below which density will not sink (Reilly and 

Waterhouse).  Or one of my favorites: a biological archaeologist compared bone 

break and use patterns between Neandertals,,,, [slide twenty]  and bull riders and 

found them quite similar.  Are rodeo bull riders evolutionary throw-backs or does 

this give us a clearer insight into the formative influences on Neandertal’s robust 

skeletal structures (for some reason, no rodeo rider has ever seemed to me to be 

insulted by this comparison). 

How profound could the change be? [slide twenty-one]Consider several 

extreme cases of morphological flexibility: in cardiomyoplasty, a rare surgical 

procedure to reinforce a heart suffering from congestive failure, a latissimus muscle 

from the back is detached, pulled through a window in the ribs, wrapped around the 

ailing heart, and then stimulated by a kind of pace-maker.  As it pumps over the 

subsequent months, the latissimus turns into a red muscle, densely saturated with 

capillaries, capable of keeping up its around-the-clock regimen (Vogel 2001: 93-94).  

Or consider the case of the torso-to-limb ratio, a trait normally considered to be 

highly subject to genetic constraints.  In a study of limb-to-torso ratios of Mayans 

and Mayan-Americans, Bogin and Rios (2003) found that Mayan-American children’s 
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skeletons were proportioned more like other American children than like Mayan 

children on the Yucatan peninsula. 

Cardio-vascular plasticity:  [slide 22] 

Humans can drive their cardio-vascular systems into extreme configurations 

by living at high altitudes or through careful, long-term manipulation, as in the case 

of swimmers, free divers, mountaineers, endurance athletes such as cyclists, and some 

yoga practitioners.  This is especially important because the limit on our whole-body 

power is not in the muscles themselves, but rather in our body’s inability to supply 

them with more oxygen and rid itself of waste products quickly enough.  This is 

especially the case in swimming.  

[slide twenty-three]  Studies of women who dive for shellfish and seaweed 

along the coasts of Japan and Korea and Australian aborigine divers from Thursday 

Island (Hong and Rahn 1967; Scholander et al. 1962) discovered that their bodies 

have adapted to the demands of an arduous regimen of aquatic foraging on coastal 

sea-bed, diving over 10 meters unassisted and up to 20 meters with weights to assist 

and a partner to haul up at the end of the dive, for as much as four hours with 

minimal rest.  Pearl divers of the Tuamotu Islands, French Polynesia, manage over 30 

meters, but they often suffer symptoms resembling decompression sickness at the 

end of four to six hours of diving.  Extreme divers have gone as deep as 150 m. with 

weight assists and inflatable suits to bring themselves back to the surface, but they 

seem to run up against a limit of 3.5 minutes even when they hyperventilate 

beforehand; the increased depth seems to be the result of speedier descent and 

ascent, and it adds substantially to the risks involved (Ferretti and Costa 2003: 207). 

[slide twenty-four]  One way that some divers adapt to the activity is to 

demonstrate a blunted hypoxia and hypercapnia response; [click again] that is, 

they don’t gasp for air as oxygen diminishes and CO2 builds up in their 
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bloodstreams.  According to Ferretti and Costa (2003: 208-209), similar ventilatory 

responses have been found in synchronized swimmers, underwater hockey players, 

submarine escape tower trainers, and Royal Navy divers.  Decreasing sensitivity to 

CO2 may be one of the crucial determinants of how long a person can hold his or her 

breath.  Lung capacity also reportedly increases, with one extreme diver exhibiting a 

total lung capacity more than 40% higher than normal. 

[click again] As they dove, heart rates slowed in all populations of trained 

divers.  Divers from Japan and Korea, largely women, used a pattern of 

hyperventilation and rapid recovery that allowed them to spend thirty minutes of 

every hour of work under water.  Scholander and colleagues (Scholander et al. 1962: 

189) found that Australian divers demonstrated cardiac arrhythmias, perhaps a 

defense against asphyxia developed at birth, which is phylogenetically ancient; even 

fish taken from water exhibit similar cardiac responses.  Physiological plasticity often 

appears to make use of similar mechanisms; dormant phylogenetic capacities or 

anatomical architecture that is masked by other functions can be brought into fuller 

realization through stimulation.   

[click again] Loss of body heat is a severe restriction to diving for humans.  

Because water conducts heat so well, ambient temperature when diving limits how 

long a person can stay in the water.  Without insulated gear, however, Korean divers 

would spend hours in the water at 10 degrees Celsius in January, conditions under 

which hypothermia was normally likely.  Hong and Rahn (1967) found, however, that 

divers did not have thicker layers of subcutaneous fat; in fact, during the coldest 

seasons, an elevation in their basal metabolic level—an incredibly rare seasonal 

variation—left them unable to eat enough to keep from slowly losing weight.  

Instead, the divers’ vascular systems appeared to adapt, restricting heat loss from 

blood vessels near the skin by constricting them (ironically, to below the level of 

obese individuals), and the shiver response was suppressed because it speeds up the 
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body’s radiation of heat.  Ferretti and Costa (2003: 208) note that adaptation to cold 

has also been found in Australian aborigines, who sleep nearly naked in the cold; in 

trained Arctic scuba divers even when they wore wetsuits; and in Canadian 

fishermen who repeatedly immerse their hands in water at 9-10 degrees.  This suite 

of physical adaptations however, was not likely to be genetic, as Korean girls from 

non-diving families could be trained for underwater foraging. 

Perceptual plasticity [slide twenty-five] 

Sports make extraordinary demands on the human perceptual systems, 

whether it is guiding action with extreme precision, tracking a confusing and quickly 

shifting perceptual array, balancing or reading another athlete’s position, or 

discerning subtle environmental cues.  Downhill skiers, target shooters, judo 

practitioners, golfers, tennis players, and cricket batsmen must accomplish very 

demanding perceptual tasks, challenges that clearly exceed the capacities of an 

untrained contestant.  Babe Ruth reputedly could read the label of a 78-rpm record 

as it spun, and other legendary baseball batters are said to be able to see the strings 

on a ball.  A number of sports psychologists and trainers now advocate perceptual 

training regimens of varying credibility; Randall Cunningham, quarterback of a 

professional gridiron team, reportedly trains his peripheral vision in the off-season, 

so convinced is of he of the value of this training. 

[slide twenty-six]  The challenge of doing something like batting a ball 

thrown by an international-grade fast bowler or hitting a fastball thrown over 90 

miles per hour poses staggering problems for physics.  [slide twenty-seven]  

Physicist Robert Adair, who has studied baseball from a physics perspective, put the 

task succinctly: “clearly impossible.”  With the entire flight of the ball taking 400 

milliseconds, and eye movements measured in 100s of milliseconds, the task 
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demands that the sensory system itself be modified, and psychologists have found a 

range of ways  in which this occurs. 

A range of experiments have revealed that sports-related perceptual abilities 

can sometimes be extraordinarily narrow, affecting a very limited set of tasks.  

Others perceptual skills appear to be more behavioral than organic, about scanning 

patterns or knowing how to focus one’s attention in order to discern crucial 

information, to resist the lure of irrelevant or redundant information.  Expert 

goalkeepers facing penalty shots in soccer, for example, reportedly hone in on the 

planting leg, kicking leg, and kicking foot as the moment of impact draws near. 

Studies of plasticity in the visual system show that it is one of the most malleable in 

the human body, even going so far as to change the shape of the eye.  One of the best 

bits of evidence is the epidemic of myopia among people who habitually read; no, it’s 

not because you didn’t put on enough lights as my mum warned.  Rather, a myopic 

eye is actually trained excessively to focus within a meter of the face (Wallman 1994); 

sometimes, if a person works sufficiently at it, the eye can be retrained. 

But the body’s “automatic” responses can also be altered, and voluntary 

control exercised over what are normally non-voluntary processes.  [slide twenty-

eight]  For example, among the Moken, an indigenous group living along the coast 

of Thailand and Burma, Anna Gislén and collaborators have recorded that children 

develop the ability to see twice as well under water as European children of the same 

age.  [slide twenty-nine]  Water, because of its high density, causes light to not 

refract as much when passing into the dense medium of the eye, leading to a 

situation in which light does not focus on the retina but converges behind it.  This is 

why its so hard to see underwater. [slide thirty, thirty-one] 

[slide thirty-two]Several people have asked me whether this could 

be genetic changes behind their ability.  Of course I cannot rule them 

out.  But I think it’s mostly about learning…   
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All children should theoretically be able to accommodate this much.  

The Moken do not do anything superhuman—they simply use the eye 

to its limits.  I think it would be possible for all human beings to see 

better underwater, provided you practiced…   

We are training Swedish children to see if they can learn. 

[Replicated in 33-day training regimen.  Not yet published.] (Hortsman 

2003) 

Other sports demand equally difficult repertoires of sensory-motor skills, and 

the body and brain adapt themselves, developing highly efficient behavioral patterns, 

strengthening neural connections, switching the parts of the brain and nervous 

system responsible for executing tasks, and even remodeling the cortex to allocate 

more neural “space” for demanding skills.  Evidence from diverse populations, 

including musicians, readers of Braille, manual laborers, taxi cab drivers, and many 

physically adept individuals demonstrate that the neural remodeling induced by 

activity patterns may be quite extensive.   

An extreme case of morphological plasticity [slide 33] 

In 1942, the Dutch morphologist Slijper (1942) described the strange case of a 

goat born with severely underdeveloped forelimbs; evolutionary biologist Mary Jane 

West-Eberhard (2005: 6545) discusses this case in several places.1  Because of its 

defective forelegs, the goat learned to walk and run by using its hind legs.  When the 

goat died accidentally, Slijper dissected it and documented some remarkable changes 

in the formation of its muscles and bones. [slide thirty-four] The bones of the 

hind legs had developed differently, as had the joints; [slide thirty-five] the leg 

muscles had a greatly thickened gluteal tongue and an odd arrangement of small 

tendons; the thoracic skeleton was anomalous; and [slide thirty-six] there were 

                                                
1 Peter Taylor first brought the case of Slijper’s goat to my attention. 
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extensive modifications to the pelvis (see also West-Eberhard 2003:53).  In addition, 

the animal’s spine was curved and its neck thickened.   

West-Eberhard (2005: 6545) points out that similar adaptations can be found 

in Japanese macaques experimentally taught to walk bipedally (see Hirasaki et al. 

2004).  These are some of the same skeletal traits that are hallmarks of the 

emergence of bipedalism in early hominids (Bramble and Lieberman 2004).  As 

West-Eberhard  (2005: 6545) writes: “The distinctive anatomical features of humans 

compared with other primates that are associated with bipedal running include 

changes in muscle mass, tendon length, and thorax and pelvis shape (27), the same 

features that underwent striking alterations in the bipedal goat (23).”  West-Eberhard 

specifically addresses the question of how speciation takes place, so I will not follow 

her line of argument; my point is simply that behavior exerts a powerful influence on 

the structure of an organism.  What “percentage” of the shape of our pelvis, 

especially the very subtle differences that facilitate bipedalism, is determined 

genetically and how much is the effect of behavior patterns?  From the perspective of 

a dynamic systems model, the question is nonsensical: genes for even an ideal pelvis 

shape cannot produce a pelvis without dynamic forces exerted by muscles, gravity, 

and other influences.  The bone loss of astronauts shows that without these inputs, 

even a fully formed, mature pelvis is not a finished product. 

 But to open the discussion, how really plastic is our body?  Do rock climbers 

drive parts of their anatomies into new configurations?  Do contortionists have 

demonstrably different joints, or circus acrobats and gymnasts substantially different 

perceptual abilities?  Or, as Slijper’s goat might suggest, do those who have to 

compensate find new configurations in the human body—the arms of someone 

without legs, or the feet of a young woman who must use them for everyday tasks 

like hands?  I’m interested in treating these people not as anomalies or simply as 

elites, but as examples of people demonstrating how flexible the human bodiy is. 
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Conclusion [slide 37] 

Overall, the extraordinary plasticity of the human body demonstrated by 

athletes should give us pause when we consider how evolutionary pressures shaped 

Homo sapiens, but even more reservations about treating the resulting “shape” as hard 

or fixed.  The very malleability of the human body is one of our species’ greatest 

assets, a high degree of trainability that allows us to become physical virtuosos in a 

much broader array of tasks than other species.  But also, processes of behavior 

socialization, activity patterns, niche creation, and overt training help to create new 

physiologies.  We cannot consider these apart from each other; the Tarahumara, 

Ama, and Moken map out some of the frontiers that only a few athletes in marginal 

sports are pushing. 

The frontal parts of the brain, the ones that are so exaggeratedly developed in 

humans, are not so much for logic as they are for executive control.  They don’t give 

us new instincts so much as they allow us to override processes set in motion from 

other parts of the brain and body and, in the long run, they allow us to willfully 

remodel other connections in the brain, condition new reflex patterns, and even to 

reshape our own physiology.   

When an athlete ignores a sane impulse from the body, “Stop running; this 

hurts,” he or she is using the executive frontal portions of the brain to override other 

parts of the brain that are whinging about being in pain, begging for some relief to 

the lungs, or questioning the sanity of running without being pursued by anything 

threatening or pursuing anything tasty.  [slide thirty-eight]  This allows higher-

order executive objectives—to quiet our coaches, seek the promise of future fame or 

monetary reward, achieve personal goals, respond to biofeedback, follow advice from 

a book or article, or even out of force of habit—to directly affect ongoing 

physiological processes in the body that have long-term impacts on metabolic 

functioning, morphology, and kinesiology.  As Anne Fausto-Sterling (2005: 1511, note 
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#39) suggests; far from being destiny, anatomy is “dynamic history,” the result of 

unfolding processes implicating a wide range of variables on different scales: genes, 

hormone physiology, neurobiology, cellular and subcellular processes including 

substances found in the environment, behavioural patterns, diet, social structure, 

cultural mores, and personal social interactions. 

Sports offer an ideal forum in which to observe the range of human 

physiological plasticity.  The wide range of human achievement in sports suggests 

that one distinctive characteristic of humans’ adaptive suite is our ability to self-

modify for kinesic advantage, to induce and direct physiological variation through 

activity patterns and systematic cultivation.  When we survey the range of human 

achievement, from ultramarathoner and open water swimmers to sprinters and 

power lifters, pearl divers and circus acrobats, sharpshooters and wrestlers, far from 

frail, Homo athleticus proves to be a veritable decathlete among animals.   

 

What you can do for me…  [slide thirty-nine] 
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